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Abstract

High-frequency changes in interest rates around FOMC announcements are a standard
method of measuring monetary policy shocks. However, some recent studies have doc-
umented puzzling effects of these shocks on private-sector forecasts of GDP, unemploy-
ment, or inflation that are opposite in sign to what standard macroeconomic models
would predict. This evidence has been viewed as supportive of a “Fed information ef-
fect” channel of monetary policy, whereby an FOMC tightening (easing) communicates
that the economy is stronger (weaker) than the public had expected. We show that
these empirical results are also consistent with a “Fed response to news” channel, in
which incoming, publicly available economic news causes both the Fed to change mon-
etary policy and the private sector to revise its forecasts. We provide substantial new
evidence that distinguishes between these two channels and strongly favors the latter; for
example, (i) regressions that include the previously omitted public economic news, (ii) a
new survey that we conduct of Blue Chip forecasters, and (iii) high-frequency financial
market responses to FOMC announcements all indicate that the Fed and private sector
are simply responding to the same public news, and that there is little if any role for a
“Fed information effect”.
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1 Introduction

When the Federal Reserve surprises markets with a monetary policy announcement, is that

surprise an exogenous “shock”, as is typically assumed in the monetary policy VAR literature

(e.g., Christiano, Eichenbaum and Evans, 1996; Cochrane and Piazzesi, 2002; Faust, Swanson

andWright, 2004b)? Or is the surprise due to other factors, such as a revision in investor beliefs

about the state of the economy, as argued by recent “Fed information effect” studies such as

Romer and Romer (2000), Campbell, Evans, Fisher and Justiniano (2012), and Nakamura and

Steinsson (2018)? The answers to these questions have important implications for empirical

work on the financial and macroeconomic effects of monetary policy. In this paper, we present

new evidence that challenges the empirical relevance of the Fed information effect and instead

supports an alternative explanation of the empirical evidence, which we call the “Fed response

to news” channel.

A simple monetary policy reaction function highlights the difference between the Fed

information effect and Fed response to news channels. Let

it = f(Xt) + εt, (1)

where it denotes the policy rate at time t, Xt is a vector describing the state of the economy,

the function f describes how the Fed sets policy as a function of the state Xt, and εt is a

monetary policy “shock”, or exogenous random deviation from the Fed’s normal policy rule f .

When the Fed sets a value of it that differs from the private sector’s ex ante expectation,

Et−δit, where δ is some small time interval, then there are three possible sources of that

surprise: (1) an exogenous monetary policy shock εt; (2) a Fed information effect, in which the

Fed’s observation of Xt differs from the private sector’s ex ante estimate X̂t|t−δ, conditional

on information at time t − δ; or (3) a difference between the Fed’s actual policy response

function f and the the private sector’s ex ante estimate of that function, f̂t−δ. Campbell et al.

(2012) and Nakamura and Steinsson (2018) devote much attention to distinguishing between

channels 1 and 2, essentially assuming that the Fed’s monetary policy reaction function is

known, f̂t−δ = f . We relax this assumption and show that their empirical evidence is also

consistent with channel 3. It is this last channel that causes the Fed’s response to Xt (and

thus publicly available economic news) to differ from the private sector’s expectation of that
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Figure 1: Blue Chip GDP Forecast Revisions and FOMC Monetary Policy Surprises
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Change in Blue Chip consensus forecast for real GDP from one month to the next, plotted against the 30-
minute change in short-term interest rates around FOMC announcements, from January 1995 to March 2014,
excluding July 2008 to June 2009. Each circle represents an FOMC announcement; the eight solid circles
denote the most influential observations in the relationship and are labeled with the month and year in which
they occurred. Negative observations occurred when the economy was weakening and positive observations
when the economy was strengthening. See text for details.

response, and drives the Fed response to news channel, as we discuss in more detail below.

Figure 1 summarizes the main evidence supporting the Fed information effect in Nakamura

and Steinsson (2018) (henceforth NS). Each circle in the figure corresponds to a Federal

Reserve Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) announcement between January 1995 and

March 2014.1 The change in short-term interest rates in a 30-minute window around each

announcement (i.e., it−Et−δit) is plotted on the horizontal axis, while the change in the Blue

Chip consensus GDP forecast for the next four quarters is plotted on the vertical axis. Because

1To match NS, we use exactly the same sample in Figure 1 that they do: we begin the sample in 1995 and
end it in March 2014, and we exclude unscheduled FOMC announcements, all FOMC announcements from
July 2008 through June 2009, and any FOMC announcement that occurred in the first 7 days of the month (to
ensure the announcement post-dates the Blue Chip forecast). We measure the change in short-term interest
rates in exactly the same way NS do, and we confirmed with them that our monetary policy and Blue Chip
data agrees exactly with theirs. Figure 1 thus replicates Figure II from NS exactly, except that they group
the data into bins while we plot the data directly and highlight the most influential observations.
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the Blue Chip survey is conducted only once per month (at the beginning of each month), the

change in Blue Chip GDP forecasts on the vertical axis corresponds to Blue Chip forecasters’

revisions over the entire month in which the FOMC announcement was made.

If FOMC announcements were exogenous shocks to monetary policy (channel 1, above),

then standard macroeconomic theory and VARs would predict a negative relationship in Fig-

ure 1: exogenously tighter monetary policy would imply lower GDP over the subsequent four

quarters. Instead, there is a statistically significant positive relationship in the figure (slope

0.92, t-statistic 2.47). NS argue that this surprising empirical result is evidence of a Fed in-

formation effect (channel 2): that is, the Fed observes a value for Xt that is stronger than

the private sector’s estimate X̂t|t−δ and tightens interest rates in response; the private sector

infers from this interest rate change that the economy must be stronger than they thought,

leading them to revise their GDP forecast upward.

However, the evidence in Figure 1 is also consistent with an alternative explanation, the

“Fed response to news” channel that we propose in this paper. The solid circles in Figure 1

denote the eight most influential observations underlying the relationship in the figure. The

four observations at the bottom-left all correspond to months in which the U.S. economy was

clearly weakening: March 2001, September 2007, January 2008, and April 2008. Naturally, the

weakening economy caused both the Fed to lower interest rates and the Blue Chip forecasters

to revise their GDP forecasts downward. Similarly, the four observations at the top-right of

the figure correspond to months in which the U.S. economy was strengthening: May 1999,

November 1999, June 2003, and January 2004. Again, the strengthening economy caused both

the Fed to raise interest rates and Blue Chip forecasters to revise their GDP forecasts upward.2

A plausible explanation for the positive correlation in Figure 1, then, is that the Fed responded

more strongly to the business cycle than markets expected—for example, f(Xt) > f̂t−δ(Xt) for

the months in the top-right of Figure 1, causing positive monetary policy surprises, it > Et−δit,

at the same time forecasters upgraded their economic outlook. This is the essence of the Fed

response to news channel that we propose in this paper.

To distinguish between the Fed information effect and the Fed response to news channels,

we present substantial new empirical evidence, all of which strongly favors the latter. First,

2In June 2003, the Fed lowered interest rates, but by less than the markets had expected, which resulted
in a monetary policy tightening surprise. The economy was in an expansion and the news about output had
been good, but the unemployment rate had not yet fallen, leading the Fed to cut rates slightly.
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in Section 2, we show that Blue Chip survey regressions along the lines of Campbell et al.

(2012) (henceforth CEFJ) and NS are sensitive to the choice of sample and variable being

forecast (GDP, unemployment, or inflation). If these regression results are truly due to a Fed

information effect, it suggests that the information content of FOMC interest rate changes

would have to be varying over time, sometimes conveying information about GDP but not

unemployment or inflation, other times conveying information about unemployment but not

GDP or inflation, and so on.3

In Section 3, we show that economic news released in the days leading up to an FOMC

announcement is an important omitted variable in these Blue Chip forecast regressions. For

example, the employment report in a given month is a strong predictor of both the Blue Chip

forecast revision and the FOMC monetary policy announcement surprise later that month.

When we rerun the Blue Chip survey regressions with explicit controls for economic news, we

find that the coefficient on the monetary policy surprise reverses its sign back to what would

be predicted by standard macroeconomic models. Thus, omitted variables bias can in fact

completely explain the positive relationship in Figure 1.

Section 4 presents direct evidence from our own survey of the 52 forecasters in the Blue

Chip panel. According to our survey, these forecasters generally either do not revise their

GDP, unemployment, and inflation forecasts in response to FOMC announcements, or they

revise them in the conventional way predicted by standard macroeconomic models, with a

hawkish monetary policy surprise causing them to revise their GDP and inflation forecasts

downward and their unemployment forecasts upward. Our survey results thus provide direct

evidence that information effects are not a major driver of Blue Chip forecast revisions.

In Section 5, we present additional empirical evidence that challenges the Fed information

effect and supports the Fed response to news channel. In particular, high-frequency responses

of stock prices and exchange rates to an FOMC announcement are essentially the same no

matter how influential the FOMC announcement was in Figure 1. We also compare the Blue

Chip forecasts to the Fed’s own internal “Greenbook” forecasts and show that they have almost

exactly equal forecast accuracy, suggesting that information effects are likely to be small.

3In principle, the Fed information effect could be time-varying. However, this complicates the Fed infor-
mation effect story substantially and is contrary to the simple constant-coefficient specifications in Romer and
Romer (2000), CEFJ, and NS. In particular, one would have to explain why FOMC interest rate decisions
reveal information about GDP in some samples, unemployment in other samples, and inflation in yet other
periods.
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Finally, Section 6 lays out a simple model with imperfect information that illustrates the

Fed response to news channel and is consistent with all of our empirical findings. We show

how private-sector learning about the Fed’s monetary policy rule can lead to predictability of

high-frequency monetary policy surprises, consistent with the data. We also use the model to

explain best practices for empirical work using high-frequency monetary policy surprises to

estimate the effects of monetary policy on financial markets and the economy.

Section 7 concludes. An appendix provides our survey questions and additional details

from our own survey of Blue Chip forecasters, and a separate online appendix contains exten-

sive additional regression results and robustness checks.

Related Literature

Theoretical models of monetary policy have allowed for the possibility that the central bank

possesses asymmetric information about the economy since at least the 1970s (e.g., Sargent

and Wallace, 1975; Barro, 1976; Barro and Gordon, 1983), but the first paper to argue for

the empirical relevance of the Fed information effect is Romer and Romer (2000). They found

that the Fed has substantial information about future inflation that private sector forecasters

do not have, and that the Fed’s interest rate changes could be used to infer that information.4

Faust, Swanson and Wright (2004a) showed that FOMC announcements do not signifi-

cantly affect private-sector forecasts of upcoming macroeconomic data releases, such as GDP,

retail sales, CPI, etc., while other macroeconomic data releases such as the employment re-

port, do. They conclude that there is little or no evidence of a Fed information effect in the

data. They also show that the Romer and Romer (2000) results for inflation are due to the

Volcker disinflation in the early 1980s; excluding that one episode, the Fed’s inflation forecasts

are no better than those of the private sector.

Campbell et al. (2012) study how the Fed’s monetary policy announcements affect Blue

Chip forecasts of unemployment and inflation. Consistent with Faust et al. (2004a) and

contrary to Romer and Romer (2000), they find no evidence that Fed announcements contain

significant information about inflation. However, CEFJ find that monetary policy tightenings

4Romer and Romer (2000) appealed to this Fed information effect to explain why long-term U.S. Treasury
yields seemed to rise in response to federal funds rate changes. However, Gürkaynak, Sack and Swanson
(2005a), using a high-frequency futures-based measure of federal funds rate surprises, showed that far-ahead
forward U.S. Treasury yields actually fall in response to FOMC tightenings. Thus, an information effect is
not needed to explain the response of long-term Treasury yields to FOMC announcements.
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are associated with a significant downward revision in Blue Chip forecasts of unemployment,

which they conclude is due to a Fed information effect. They introduce the term “Delphic

forward guidance” to refer to situations in which forward guidance by the FOMC conveys

information to the private sector about the future evolution of the economy.

Nakamura and Steinsson (2018) investigate how FOMC announcements affect Blue Chip

forecasts of real GDP. They find that monetary policy tightenings are associated with a sig-

nificant upward revision in Blue Chip GDP forecasts, and like CEFJ, conclude that a Fed

information effect is present. In Section 2, below, we explore both the CEFJ and NS results in

more detail and show that they are sensitive to sample period and the variable being forecast.

For example, using NS’s sample and methods, there is no significant information effect for

unemployment (contrary to CEFJ) or for inflation (contrary to Romer and Romer, 2000).

Lunsford (2020) performs a detailed analysis of the Fed’s forward guidance announcements

from February 2000 to May 2006 and finds evidence of a Fed information effect in the period

from February 2000 to August 2003, but not afterward. Like Lunsford, we find no evidence of

an information effect in the period after 2003; unlike Lunsford, we attribute the appearance of

a “Fed information effect” from 2000–2003 to the Fed’s response to the deteriorating economy

in early 2001 and the improving economy in mid-2003.

Jarocinski and Karadi (2020) decompose monetary policy surprises in the U.S. and euro

area into “pure monetary” shocks and “information” shocks, depending on whether stock

prices move in the opposite direction or same direction as interest rates, respectively. They

estimate that pure monetary shocks cause future GDP to decline, while pure information

shocks cause future GDP to increase. Cieslak and Schrimpf (2019) decompose monetary

policy surprises into “pure monetary”, “information”, and “risk premium” shocks according

to the minute-by-minute covariance of stock prices and short- and long-term interest rates in

a narrow window of time around each announcement. They find a relatively small role for

information shocks in FOMC announcements, but a larger role for those shocks in FOMC

minutes releases and speeches by the Fed Chair. In our analysis below, we also analyze high-

frequency stock market responses to FOMC announcements and find little or no evidence of

an information effect, largely consistent with Cieslak and Schrimpf (2019) and Figure 1 of

Jarocinski and Karadi (2020), which reports very few significant information shocks.5

5In other words, Jarocinski and Karadi’s identification produces a small set of significant information shocks,
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A key part of our “Fed response to news” channel is that the Fed has often surprised

financial markets by responding to publicly available economic news by more than the markets

expected. Cieslak (2018) and Schmeling, Schrimpf and Steffensen (2021) provide extensive

empirical evidence supporting that assumption, which we discuss in Sections 3 and 6.

A recent paper by Sastry (2021) develops a simple model that allows for differences

between the Fed and private sector in information about the economy, knowledge of the

monetary policy rule, and responsiveness of priors to new data. Like us, Sastry finds essentially

no role for a Fed information effect in the data; unlike us, Sastry assigns an important role to

responsiveness of priors to new data. We view this as an interesting avenue for future research,

but note that the Fed response to news channel we present here is by itself consistent with

the wide variety of empirical evidence we present in this paper.

Finally, some studies include information effects in a DSGE model and find that they

help explain certain aspects of the macro data. For example, Melosi (2017) incorporates

information effects into a New Keynesian DSGE model to fit the persistence of inflation and

inflation expectations in the 1970s. Our evidence in this paper does not directly reject these

types of models or model estimates; however, we do not find any evidence in our wide variety

of data that would support such information effect channels.6

2 The “Fed Information Effect” and Blue Chip Forecasts

We begin by replicating and extending the empirical evidence of a “Fed information effect”

presented by Romer and Romer (2000), CEFJ, and NS, based on the revision of Blue Chip

survey forecasts around FOMC monetary policy announcements. We also investigate the

robustness of this evidence across samples and variable being forecast (unemployment, GDP,

and inflation).

which have the effects that they report.
6Also, the 1970s pre-date our data, so we have little to say about whether a Fed information effect was

important during that period.
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2.1 Data: Blue Chip Forecasts and Monetary Policy Surprises

The Blue Chip Economic Indicators newsletter has conducted a survey of professional fore-

casters once per month, over the first three business days of each month, since 1976.7 The

forecasting teams at approximately 50 financial institutions, major corporations, and eco-

nomic forecasting firms are surveyed about their predictions for a variety of macroeconomic

indicators for each quarter over the current and next calendar years. Thus, the maximal fore-

cast horizon ranges from four quarters (when the survey is conducted in the last quarter of a

calendar year) to seven quarters (when it is conducted in the first quarter). The survey covers

real U.S. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth, the unemployment rate, the consumer price

index (CPI) inflation rate, the 3-month Treasury bill rate, the 10-year Treasury yield, and a

few other macroeconomic variables such as industrial production and net exports. Empirical

work using the Blue Chip survey has typically focused on real GDP, the unemployment rate,

and/or CPI inflation, and we focus on these three variables in our analysis below.

Blue Chip reports the “consensus” forecast for each variable in each quarter, which is

the arithmetic mean of the individual forecasts. Our analysis focuses on how the Blue Chip

consensus forecast changed from one month to the next, and how those changes were related

to FOMC monetary policy announcements. For simplicity, to reduce the number of reported

coefficients in the tables below, we follow NS and consider the change in the average of the

1-, 2-, and 3-quarter-ahead consensus forecasts.8 Although Romer and Romer (2000) is the

original paper finding evidence of a Fed information effect for Blue Chip inflation forecasts,

researchers using more recent samples have consistently found little or no evidence of such an

effect for inflation; thus, we focus on replicating the results in CEFJ for unemployment and

NS for real GDP growth, although we consider inflation as well.

We relate these Blue Chip forecast revisions to FOMC monetary policy announcements.9

7Beginning in December 2000, the Blue Chip survey is completed by the second business day of each month.
8Computing the change in these quarterly-horizon forecasts from January to February or from February

to March (for example) is straightforward. To compute the change in the Blue Chip forecast from March to
April, we follow Nakamura and Steinsson and define the change in the 1-quarter-ahead forecast to be the 1-
quarter-ahead forecast in April minus the 2-quarter-ahead forecast in March. The Blue Chip forecast changes
for other months and horizons are defined analogously.

9In principle, one can study the Fed information effect and Fed response to news channel for other (non-
FOMC) monetary policy announcements as well, such as speeches, testimony, and press conferences by the
Fed Chair (see Cieslak and Schrimpf, 2019). We restrict attention to FOMC announcements for simplicity
and because those have been the focus of the most prominent previous Fed information effect studies (Romer
and Romer, 2000; CEFJ, NS). FOMC announcements have also been studied extensively in the monetary
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Over our sample, there are eight regularly-scheduled FOMC announcements per year, occur-

ring after each scheduled FOMC meeting, spaced roughly six to eight weeks apart. In addi-

tion, the FOMC has occasionally made unscheduled monetary policy announcements that lie

in between regularly-scheduled meetings, typically when it wanted to lower interest rates in

response to a weakening economy without having to wait until the next scheduled meeting.

We consider samples that both include and exclude these unscheduled FOMC announcements

in our analysis, below.

Financial markets and professional forecasters are forward-looking, so we would not expect

them to respond to changes in monetary policy that were widely anticipated ahead of time.

For this reason, researchers typically focus on monetary policy surprises—the unexpected

component of FOMC announcements. We compute monetary policy announcement surprises

in two different ways, following the approaches in CEFJ and NS. CEFJ use the “target factor”

and “path factor” computed by Gürkaynak, Sack and Swanson (2005b) (henceforth GSS),

which correspond to the surprise change in the federal funds rate target and the surprise change

in forward guidance, respectively (where forward guidance is defined to be any additional

information about the future path of the federal funds rate over the next several months).

These surprises are computed using changes in short-maturity federal funds futures contracts

and two- to four-quarter-ahead Eurodollar futures contracts in a narrow, 30-minute window

surrounding each FOMC announcement. The scale of the target factor is normalized so that it

moves one-for-one with surprise changes in the federal funds rate, while the scale of the path

factor is normalized so that a one-unit change increases the four-quarter-ahead Eurodollar

futures rate by one percentage point. NS use the same set of futures contracts over the same

30-minute window, but condense the monetary policy surprise into a single dimension by

taking the first principal component of rate changes—essentially an average of the GSS target

and path factors—which is then scaled so that a one-unit change increases the one-year zero-

coupon Treasury yield (as measured by Gürkaynak, Sack and Wright, 2007) by one percentage

point. Our high-frequency futures data for computing these monetary policy surprises, using

either method, begins in January 1990, as discussed in GSS.

policy literature (e.g., Kuttner, 2001; Gürkaynak et al., 2005b; Bernanke and Kuttner, 2005), so the dates,
times, and market reactions to these announcements are well established. Note, however, that this implies our
results apply only to FOMC announcements and do not provide any evidence about how substantial the Fed
information effect might be for other types of monetary policy announcements.
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2.2 Fed Information Effect Regressions

Table 1 reports results from our replication and extension of the basic Fed information effect

regressions in CEFJ and NS. Columns (1), (3), and (5) in Table 1 consider Blue Chip forecast

revision regressions of the form

BCrevt = α + β targett + γ patht + εt, (2)

where t indexes FOMC announcements, targett denotes the GSS target factor, patht is the

GSS path factor, computed as described above, and BCrevt is the one-month revision in the

Blue Chip consensus forecast of a given variable averaged over the 1-, 2-, and 3-quarter-ahead

horizons. Note that targett and patht are high-frequency changes in the 30-minute window

surrounding the FOMC announcement at date t, while BCrevt is a lower-frequency, one-

month change over the calendar month containing the FOMC announcement.10 Columns (2),

(4), and (6) of Table 1 consider analogous regressions of the form

BCrevt = ϕ + θmpst + ηt, (3)

where mpst denotes the NS monetary policy surprise measure described above. The Blue

Chip survey is conducted during the first three business days of each month (first two days

after Dec. 2000), and we ensure that the Blue Chip forecast revisions bracket the FOMC

announcements by dropping from our analysis any FOMC announcements that occur before

the beginning-of-month Blue Chip survey is completed.

In each panel of Table 1, columns (1) and (2) consider the Blue Chip forecast of the

unemployment rate, columns (3) and (4) the Blue Chip forecast of the real GDP growth

rate, and columns (5) and (6) the Blue Chip forecast of the CPI inflation rate, as discussed

above. Standard errors are reported in parentheses below each coefficient estimate. Because

the right-hand-side variables in equations (2) and (3) are generated regressors, we compute

these standard errors using 10,000 bootstrap replications in order to take into account the

extra sampling variability associated with the computation of the target factor, path factor,

10Regularly-scheduled FOMC announcements are spaced far enough apart that two announcements never
occur in the same month. In samples where we consider unscheduled as well as scheduled FOMC announce-
ments, if an unscheduled announcement occurs in the same month as a scheduled announcement, then we
follow Campbell et al. (2012) and add those two announcement surprises together to get one “total monetary
policy announcement surprise” for that month.
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Table 1: Fed Information Effect Replication and Sample Extension

Blue Chip forecast revision: Unemployment rate Real GDP growth CPI inflation

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

(A) Campbell et al. replication sample: 1/1990–6/2007 (N=129)

target −0.114 0.097 0.146
(0.102) (0.187) (0.115)

path −0.226 0.273 0.102
(0.139) (0.264) (0.154)

R2 0.04 0.02 0.02

(B) Nakamura-Steinsson replication sample: 1/1995–3/2014, excluding unscheduled FOMC
announcements and 7/2008–6/2009 (N=120)

NS surprise −0.165 0.920 0.062
(0.294) (0.373) (0.249)

R2 0.00 0.06 0.00

(C) Full sample: 1/1990–6/2019 (N=217)

target −0.161 0.162 0.163
(0.112) (0.171) (0.096)

path −0.237 0.139 0.084
(0.146) (0.229) (0.123)

NS surprise −0.391 0.325 0.288
(0.194) (0.298) (0.167)

R2 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02

(D) Full sample: 1/1990–6/2019, excluding unscheduled FOMC announcements (N=206)

target 0.070 0.126 0.123
(0.182) (0.242) (0.151)

path −0.315 0.369 0.133
(0.153) (0.202) (0.125)

NS surprise −0.298 0.543 0.267
(0.247) (0.331) (0.203)

R2 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01

Replication and extension of Campbell et al. (2012) and Nakamura and Steinsson (2018) Blue Chip forecast
regression results. Columns (1), (3), (5) report coefficients β, γ, and R2 from regressions BCrevt = α +
β targett+γ patht+εt, where t indexes FOMC announcements, targett denotes the surprise change in the federal
funds rate in a 30-minute window bracketing the FOMC announcement, patht denotes the surprise change in
forward guidance in the same 30-minute window, and BCrevt denotes the one-month change in the Blue Chip
consensus forecast for the next 3 quarters, over the month bracketing the FOMC announcement. Columns (2), (4),
(6) report coefficients θ and R2 from regressions BCrevt = ϕ+ θmpst + ηt, where mpst denotes the Nakamura-
Steinsson (NS) monetary policy surprise, the first principal component of the 30-minute changes in five short-term
interest rate futures rates around the FOMC announcement. Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses. See
text for details.
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and NS first principal component.11

In the top panel (A), we consider exactly the same sample used by CEFJ, which leaves

us with 129 observations for each regression, and we are able to replicate the main features of

their results.12 We find that a surprise tightening in the federal funds rate target or forward

guidance is associated with a downward revision in the Blue Chip consensus unemployment

forecast, by about 0.1 or 0.2 percentage points, respectively, for every percentage point surprise

in the federal funds rate or forward guidance. This relationship is borderline statistically

significant at the 10% level for forward guidance, but not for the federal funds rate. As CEFJ

pointed out, this response is puzzling if one thought the change in forward guidance was a pure

monetary policy shock: in that case, standard macroeconomic models and VARs predict that

unemployment should increase following a monetary policy tightening. The results for real

GDP growth and CPI inflation also have puzzling signs, but are not statistically significant.

In panel (B), we consider exactly the same sample used by NS, which leaves us with

120 observations for each regression, and we are able to replicate the main features of their

results.13 NS focused on Blue Chip forecasts of real GDP growth rather than unemployment

or inflation, and, like them, we find that a surprise monetary policy tightening is associated

with a statistically significant upward revision in the Blue Chip consensus forecast for real

GDP growth, by about 0.9 percentage points for each percentage point surprise in the NS

monetary policy measure. Again, this estimate contradicts the pure monetary policy shock

view of an FOMC announcement, according to which a monetary policy tightening should

cause future GDP to decrease. The results for the unemployment rate and CPI inflation also

have puzzling signs, although they are not statistically significant.

Both CEFJ and NS interpret their results as evidence of a Fed information effect channel

of monetary policy, but even within panels (A)–(B) there are potential concerns with this

11The regressors are estimated principal components, hence there is some extra sampling variability associ-
ated with the factor computation itself that our bootstrapping takes into account. Both CEFJ and NS treat
their regressors as fixed in repeated samples, which ignores this additional source of uncertainty. However, our
bootstrapped standard errors are only slightly larger than the asymptotic ones in general because the principal
component factors fit the data well. See online Appendix A for details.

12CEFJ use January 1990 to June 2007 as their baseline sample and include unscheduled as well as scheduled
FOMC announcements. In addition, CEFJ exclude FOMC announcements that occurred in the first three
business days of the month, even after Dec. 2000, so we do that in panel (A) as well.

13NS use January 1995 to March 2014 as their baseline sample, but exclude unscheduled FOMC announce-
ments and all FOMC announcements from July 2008 to June 2009. In addition, NS exclude any FOMC
announcement that occurred in the first seven calendar days of the month, so we do that in panel (B) as well.
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interpretation. First, there is little or no evidence that FOMC announcements communicate

any information about inflation, despite the fact that this was the original Fed information

effect channel in Romer and Romer (2000). Apparently, updating the Romer-Romer sam-

ple to include more recent data overturns that earlier empirical finding, an observation also

made by Faust et al. (2004a). Second, the CEFJ finding of an information effect applies

only to unemployment—in their sample, there is no statistically significant response of Blue

Chip forecasts for real GDP, in contrast to the findings in NS. Similarly, the NS finding of a

significant information effect for real GDP in their sample applies only to GDP and not to

unemployment, in contrast to the findings in CEFJ. Thus, even among these three influential

Fed information effect studies, there is a lack of robustness across sample period and variable

being forecast. Third, the R2 of these regressions is extremely low, ranging from 0 to 6 percent.

The vast majority of variation in these Blue Chip forecasts is driven by factors other than

high-frequency FOMC announcement surprises, an observation to which we return below.

In panels (C)–(D) of Table 1, we extend the CEFJ and NS analyses to the full sample for

which we have data, January 1990 to June 2019.14 In panel (C), we include unscheduled as

well as scheduled FOMC announcements, for a total of 217 observations, while in panel (D), we

exclude unscheduled FOMC announcements, leaving 206 observations.15 In panels (C)–(D),

the statistical significance of the estimated coefficients is only marginal at best and, similar to

panels (A)–(B), not very robust across samples and the variable being forecast. For example,

looking down columns (3) and (4), the results for real GDP are only statistically significant

when unscheduled announcements and especially July 2008 to June 2009 are excluded (pan-

els B and D). But looking down columns (5) and (6), the results for CPI inflation are only

statistically significant when unscheduled FOMC announcements and July 2008 to June 2009

are included (panel C). Finally, the very low R2 is again a cause for concern.

14The FOMC did not explicitly announce its monetary policy decisions in official press releases until February
1994; however, it still conveyed its decisions to financial markets through changes in the discount rate or through
the size and type of open market operation conducted the following morning, as discussed in GSS and CEFJ.
As a robustness check, we also consider starting our sample in February 1994 and the results, shown in online
Appendix A, are very similar.

15Recall that we exclude any FOMC announcement that took place in the first three business days of the
month (first two days after Dec. 2000) to ensure that the announcement post-dates the initial Blue Chip
forecast. Consistent with the rest of the literature, we also exclude the unscheduled FOMC announcement on
September 17, 2001, as it occurred before financial markets opened and after they had been closed for several
days following the September 11 terrorist atttacks, so it’s not possible to get a high-frequency measure of the
surprise component of the FOMC announcement on that date.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the “Fed Response to News” Channel

month t month t+1

Blue Chip 
survey

Blue Chip 
survey

FOMC 
announcement

economic newsold economic news

month t-1

The Blue Chip survey of forecasters is conducted in the first 2–3 business days of each month, while FOMC
announcements can occur at any point within the month. In between the time of the Blue Chip survey and
the FOMC announcement, significant economic news, such as the employment report, is often released. Old
economic news, released before the Blue Chip survey, can also be relevant if some Blue Chip forecasters update
their forecasts sluggishly. See text for details.

Overall, after revisiting the evidence from Blue Chip forecast revisions, we find only

tentative support for a Fed information effect, with low levels of statistical significance and

especially R2. Furthermore, in light of the lack of robustness with respect to sample period

and variable being forecast, a possible Fed information effect would have to reveal information

about real GDP but not unemployment or inflation in some samples, while in other samples

revealing information about unemployment or inflation but not real GDP, etc.16 Instead, we

propose a simpler alternative explanation for these results in the next section.

3 The “Fed Response to News” Channel

Figure 2 illustrates our alternative explanation for the puzzling Blue Chip survey regression

results in Table 1 and Figure 1, the “Fed response to news” channel. The Blue Chip survey

is conducted at the beginning of each month, while the FOMC announcement can occur at

any point within the month (on average, FOMC announcements occur on the 17th day of

the month in our sample). In between the beginning-of-month Blue Chip survey and the

16While in principle information effects could vary across variables and over time, this would complicate
the story substantially and is contrary to the simple constant-coefficient specifications in Romer and Romer
(2000), CEFJ, and NS.
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day of the FOMC announcement, significant economic news is often released. An important

example is the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ employment report, which is typically released

on the first Friday of each month and includes detailed information about nonfarm payroll

employment, the unemployment rate, average weekly hours, average hourly earnings, and

other labor market statistics. Data on consumer and producer price inflation, retail sales,

international trade, industrial production, capacity utilization, and many other statistics are

released around the second week of each month and, of course, new financial market data on

stock prices, bond yields, and commodity prices arrives every day throughout the month.

This economic news is of course an important driver of Blue Chip forecast revisions for

unemployment, GDP, and inflation, as we will confirm below. Thus, the simple Blue Chip

forecast regressions (2)–(3) have an omitted variables problem and should instead be written

BCrevt = α + β targett + γ patht + δ′newst + εt, (4)

and

BCrevt = ϕ + θmpst + ψ′newst + ηt, (5)

where newst is a vector containing the types of economic news discussed above. In general,

the coefficients β, γ, and θ in regressions (2)–(3) will be biased if news is correlated with

target, path, and mps, as is indeed suggested by the influential observations in Figure 1. In

the remainder of this section, we demonstrate that this omitted variables bias is substantial

and that including explicit controls for the omitted economic news using equations (4)–(5)

drastically changes the estimates for β, γ, and θ, including their signs.

Before proceeding, we also note that old economic news, released before the beginning-

of-month Blue Chip forecast (see Figure 2), can also be relevant if some of the Blue Chip

forecasters do not update their forecasts immediately following the release of that news. The

evidence in Coibion and Gorodnichenko (2012, 2015) on informational rigidities in the Blue

Chip forecasts suggests that this is the case, so we allow for this possibility by also considering

some economic news measures released prior to the Blue Chip survey in month t.
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3.1 Economic News Predicts Blue Chip Forecast Revisions

We first verify that economic news is a strong predictor of Blue Chip forecast revisions. This

is not surprising, but it is nevertheless important to determine which economic data releases

are particularly important for explaining Blue Chip forecast revisions in unemployment, GDP,

and inflation. We run regressions of the form

BCrevt = α + β′newst + εt, (6)

where t indexes months containing an FOMC announcement and BCrevt denotes the revision

in the Blue Chip consensus forecast of a given variable over month t. While one can also

perform regression (6) on a sample including all months (which produces essentially identical

results), we focus here on revisions around FOMC announcements because that is the sample

in regressions (2)–(3), which have the omitted variable problem.

Results are reported in Table 2 for our full sample, January 1990 to June 2019 (results

for other samples are very similar and are provided in online Appendix B). The table reports

results for Blue Chip forecast revisions in the unemployment rate in the first column, real

GDP growth in the second column, and the CPI inflation rate in the third column. The

parsimonious set of macroeconomic data releases, lagged macroeconomic variables (an example

of “old news”), and financial market news in the table balances the simplicity of a relatively

small set of predictors against the need to have good explanatory power for the Blue Chip

forecast revisions. Each regression also includes a constant, a time trend (which is important

for inflation), and one lag of the Blue Chip forecast revisions for unemployment, GDP, and

inflation, as suggested by the evidence in Coibion and Gorodnichenko (2012, 2015); these

coefficients are not reported in Table 2 in the interest of space and simplicity, but are provided

in online Appendix B. Bootstrapped standard errors using 10,000 bootstrap replications are

reported in parentheses beneath each coefficient estimate.

For macroeconomic data releases, we include the surprise component of the unemployment

rate and nonfarm payrolls releases from the beginning of month t, the surprise component of

the GDP release from the end of month t − 1, and the surprise component of the core CPI

release from the second week of month t.17 Note that the data releases for unemployment,

17The unemployment rate is in percentage points, the core CPI inflation rate is the percentage point change
from the previous month, GDP is the annualized percentage point change in real GDP from the previous
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Table 2: Economic News Predicts Blue Chip Forecast Revisions

Blue Chip forecast revision: Unemployment rate Real GDP growth CPI inflation

(1) (2) (3)

Macroeconomic news

unemployment surprise 0.308 −0.010 0.027
(0.037) (0.073) (0.045)

payrolls surprise −0.121 −0.100 −0.127
(0.056) (0.110) (0.067)

GDP surprise −0.020 0.064 0.010
(0.008) (0.016) (0.009)

BBK index −0.047 0.031 0.008
(0.013) (0.026) (0.016)

change in core CPI inflation −0.025 −0.016 0.032
from 6 mos. previous (0.009) (0.019) (0.011)

expectation of core CPI 0.157 −0.361 0.200
release (0.099) (0.195) (0.119)

core CPI surprise 0.097 −0.187 0.209
(0.071) (0.139) (0.084)

Financial news

∆ log S&P500 −0.212 0.620 0.009
(0.086) (0.168) (0.101)

∆ yield curve slope −0.023 −0.012 0.013
(0.011) (0.022) (0.014)

∆ log pcommodity −0.111 0.145 0.429
(0.103) (0.206) (0.125)

R2 0.64 0.40 0.31

Estimated coefficients β and R2 from regressions BCrevt = α+β′newst+εt, where t indexes months, BCrevt
denotes the one-month change in the Blue Chip consensus forecast for the next 3 quarters for the variable
listed in each column, and newst contains the measures of economic news listed in each row. The surprise
in a macroeoconomic data release is the released value minus the market expectation of that release from
just a few days prior. The BBK index summarizes all major macroeconomic data releases that month and
is from Brave et al. (2019). Sample: all months containing an FOMC announcement from 1/1990 to 6/2019
(N=217 observations). Each regression also includes a time trend and the previous month’s Blue Chip forecast
revisions; coefficients for those variables and the constant term (and results for alternative estimation samples)
are reported in online appendix B. Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses. See notes to Table 1 and
text for details.
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nonfarm payrolls, and inflation in month t are for the values of those variables in month t− 1,

while data for GDP pertains to the previous quarter. The surprise component of each release

is calculated as the actual value of the data release minus the market expectation just prior

to the release, as measured by the Money Market Services survey of market participants.18

We only include a given release in the regression if it pre-dates the FOMC monetary policy

announcement that month, as in Figure 2, although our results are not sensitive to this

restriction. Data for GDP is released at the end of month t − 1, so it is an example of “old

economic news” in Figure 2, but consistent with Coibion and Gorodnichenko (2012, 2015), it is

nevertheless an important explanatory variable for Blue Chip forecast revisions, especially for

GDP. We also include a more comprehensive measure of economic news released in month t,

the “big data” business cycle indicator of Brave, Butters and Kelley (2019, henceforth BBK),

which incorporates the information from all of the major macroeconomic data releases each

month to come up with a single index of economic activity.19

For lagged macroeconomic indicators, we include two measures of inflation: the market

expectation of the upcoming core CPI inflation release, as measured by the Money Market Ser-

vices survey, and the change in the most recent six-month core CPI inflation rate from the same

rate six months earlier—i.e.,
(
(log CPIXt−2−log CPIXt−8)−(log CPIXt−8−log CPIXt−14)

)
∗200.

For financial market news, we include the change in the natural log of the S&P500 stock

price index, the change in the yield curve slope (in percentage points), and the change in the

natural log of an index of commodity prices, all measured from 13 weeks before the FOMC

announcement to the day before the FOMC announcement.20 The 13-week window for these

quarter, and nonfarm payrolls is the change in employment from the previous month in thousands of workers
(which we divide by 1000 to put on a similar scale to the other variables). Interestingly, news about the core
CPI is a much better predictor of Blue Chip CPI inflation forecast revisions than news about headline CPI,
despite the fact that the Blue Chip forecast is for headline CPI inflation.

18See Andersen and Bollerslev (1998) and Gürkaynak et al. (2005a) for additional discussion and details
regarding the Money Market Services expectations data.

19We use the BBK index for month t−1, which is computed using data released in month t and is reported by
the Chicago Fed at the beginning of month t+1. Thus, some of the macroeconomic data releases underlying the
BBK index will typically post-date the FOMC announcement in month t; this is not a problem in regression (6),
but a Fed information effect could manifest itself in our regressions involving FOMC monetary policy surprises
through the BBK index if FOMC announcements reveal information about upcoming macroeconomic data
releases later in month t. All of our results below, however, are robust to the exclusion of the BBK index.

20The yield curve slope is the 10-year constant-maturity Treasury yield minus the 3-month constant-maturity
Treasury yield. The change in the log commodity price index is the change in the log Bloomberg total
commodity price index BCOM minus 0.4 times the change in the log Bloomberg agricultural commodity price
index BCOMAG. (When these two commodity price indexes are entered into the Blue Chip CPI forecast
regression separately, both are highly statistically significant with a coefficient ratio of about −0.4, suggesting
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changes pre-dates the beginning of month t, so it includes old economic news as well as a

component that post-dates the Blue Chip forecast (see Figure 2); in the interest of space and

simplicity, we do not separate out these two components in Table 2, but both components are

typically significant when the total is and they are reported separately in online Appendix B.

The results in Table 2 confirm that these measures of economic news are powerful pre-

dictors of monthly Blue Chip forecast revisions. The R2 values range from 31 percent to 64

percent. The coefficients in the table generally have the expected signs and many of them are

highly statistically significant: for example, a one percentage point surprise increase in the un-

employment rate leads to an upward revision in the Blue Chip forecast for unemployment over

the next 3 quarters of about 0.3 percentage points; a one percentage point surprise increase in

real GDP leads to an upward revision in the GDP forecast of about 0.06 percentage points;21

and a one percentage point surprise increase in core CPI inflation leads to an upward revision

in the CPI inflation forecast of about 0.2 percentage points. Stock prices and commodity

prices are also highly statistically significant predictors, with a ten percent increase in stock

prices (commodity prices) leading to an upward revision in the Blue Chip GDP forecast (CPI

inflation forecast) of about 0.06 percentage points (0.04 percentage points).

3.2 Economic News Predicts Monetary Policy Surprises

We next show that economic news is correlated with the high-frequency monetary policy

surprises in regressions (2)–(3). We run regressions of the form

mpst = α + β′newst + εt, (7)

where t indexes FOMC announcements, mpst is a high-frequency measure of the monetary

policy surprise in a narrow window of time around the FOMC announcement (either the target

factor, the path factor, or the NS surprise), and newst denotes the vector of economic news

measures described above.

Table 3 reports results from this regression for our full sample, January 1990 to June 2019

(results for other samples are very similar and are provided in online Appendix B). Results for

the composite index defined here.)
21This response to GDP surprises may seem small, but recall that the GDP release is old news and many

Blue Chip forecasters likely have already incorporated it into their forecasts by the beginning of month t.
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Table 3: Economic News Predicts High-Frequency Monetary Policy Surprises

Monetary policy surprise: target path NS surprise

(1) (2) (3)

Macroeconomic news

unemployment surprise −0.010 −0.020 −0.013
(0.044) (0.030) (0.024)

payrolls surprise 0.125 0.018 0.070
(0.066) (0.046) (0.036)

GDP surprise 0.003 0.015 0.008
(0.009) (0.006) (0.005)

BBK index 0.003 0.000 0.002
(0.016) (0.011) (0.009)

change in core CPI inflation 0.004 0.009 0.006
from 6 mos. previous (0.011) (0.008) (0.006)

expectation of core CPI −0.124 0.081 −0.029
release (0.101) (0.068) (0.054)

core CPI surprise 0.042 0.079 0.054
(0.080) (0.055) (0.043)

Financial news

∆ log S&P500 0.155 0.150 0.141
(0.094) (0.064) (0.052)

∆ yield curve slope −0.022 −0.011 −0.016
(0.013) (0.009) (0.007)

∆ log pcommodity 0.076 0.171 0.110
(0.108) (0.073) (0.058)

R2 0.12 0.15 0.20

Estimated coefficients β and R2 from regressions mpst = α + β′newst + εt, where t indexes months,
mpst denotes the 30-minute window measure of the monetary policy surprise listed in each column,
and newst contains the measures of economic news listed in each row. Sample: all months containing
an FOMC announcement from 1/1990 to 6/2019 (N =217 observations); results for other samples are
very similar and are provided in online Appendix B. Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses. See
notes to Tables 1–2 and text for details.
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the target factor are reported in the first column, the path factor in the second column, and

the NS surprise in the third column. Bootstrapped standard errors using 10,000 bootstrap

replications are reported in parentheses beneath each coefficient estimate.

Many coefficients in Table 3 are statistically significant and the R2 range from 12 to 20

percent. The stock market and commodity prices are especially strong predictors of upcoming

monetary policy surprises, while the yield curve slope, nonfarm payrolls release, and GDP

release are also important. The signs of these coefficients are intuitive: economic news about

higher output or inflation predicts tighter monetary policy.22 The monetary policy surprises

are measured in percentage points, so a one percentage point upward surprise in GDP predicts

a roughly 1.5 basis point surprise tightening in the path factor, while a ten percent increase

in the stock market predicts a roughly 1.5 basis point surprise tightening in each of the three

columns. This predictability of monetary policy surprises echoes similar findings by Miranda-

Agrippino (2017), Cieslak (2018), Karnaukh (2020), and Sastry (2021) (although those authors

do not consider the omitted variables problem that we are studying in this section).

The predictability in Table 3 is much more surprising than that in Table 2, because

the high-frequency monetary policy surprises all post-date the economic news in the table.

Under the standard assumption of Full Information Rational Expectations (FIRE), financial

markets should incorporate all publicly available information up to the time that trades take

place. With FIRE, the only reason that high-frequency monetary policy surprises—that is,

interest rate changes—could be predictable is if risk premia are time-varying, which Miranda-

Agrippino (2017) argues is the case for results like those in Table 3. However, Piazzesi and

Swanson (2008) and Schmeling et al. (2021) estimate that risk premia in these short-term

interest rate futures and monetary policy surprises are small, while Cieslak (2018) argues that

they would have to be implausibly large to explain the estimated degree of predictability in

the data and that a risk premium interpretation is inconsistent with a variety of other financial

market evidence.

Instead, we view a more plausible explanation as being that financial market participants

did not satisfy the FIRE assumption. In particular, Cieslak (2018) and Schmeling et al.

(2021) provide extensive evidence that financial markets did not have full information about

the Fed’s monetary policy reaction function and in fact underestimated ex ante how responsive

22For the yield curve slope, a lower 3-month Treasury yield predicts a subsequent monetary policy easing.
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the Fed would be to the economy. This would lead to ex post predictability of monetary policy

surprises as seen in Table 3, even if those surprises were unpredictable ex ante, as we show in

detail in the simple model of Section 6, below.

We also provide direct evidence of violations of FIRE in online Appendix C that is consis-

tent with the view that market participants underestimated the responsiveness of the Fed to

the economy. We use survey forecast errors for the federal funds rate from the Blue Chip Fi-

nancial Forecasts survey.23 Under FIRE, these survey forecast errors should be unpredictable

with information observed at the time the forecast is made. Instead, we find that they are

strongly predictable using the same right-hand-side variables as in Table 3, with R2 above

20% for all forecast horizons. These results complement and extend the evidence in Cieslak

(2018) and Schmeling et al. (2021), and suggest that deviations from FIRE are quantitatively

important for the monetary policy surprise predictability in Table 3.

However, regardless of the reason, the crucial point for our analysis in this section is that

the high-frequency monetary policy surprises in the Fed information effect regressions (2)–(3)

are correlated with the omitted economic news variables, which leads to an omitted variables

bias in those regressions.

3.3 Economic News Drives Out the Fed Information Effect

We now control for the omitted variables bias in regressions (2)–(3) by rerunning those re-

gressions with the omitted economic news included, using specifications (4)–(5).

The results are reported in Table 4 for our full sample, January 1990 to June 2019

(results for other samples are very similar and are provided in online Appendix B). The table

reports results for Blue Chip forecast revisions in the unemployment rate in the first pair

of columns, real GDP growth in the second pair, and the CPI inflation rate in the last pair.

Columns (1), (3), and (5) use the GSS target and path factors as the measures of the monetary

policy surprise, while columns (2), (4), and (6) use the NS measure. Bootstrapped standard

errors from 10,000 bootstrap replications are reported in parentheses beneath each coefficient

estimate.

23The Blue Chip Financial Forecasts survey is similar to the Blue Chip Economic Indicators survey discussed
in Section 2, except that participants are mainly surveyed about forecasts for financial market variables. The
timing of the survey is also slightly different, taking place near the end of the month.
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Table 4: Economic News Drives Out the Fed Information Effect

Blue Chip forecast revision: Unemployment rate Real GDP growth CPI inflation

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Macroeconomic news

unemployment surprise 0.314 0.313 −0.022 −0.020 0.024 0.027
(0.037) (0.037) (0.073) (0.073) (0.044) (0.045)

payrolls surprise −0.139 −0.140 −0.070 −0.065 −0.132 −0.125
(0.057) (0.057) (0.111) (0.111) (0.068) (0.069)

GDP surprise −0.023 −0.023 0.070 0.069 0.013 0.011
(0.008) (0.008) (0.016) (0.016) (0.010) (0.010)

BBK index −0.047 −0.047 0.031 0.031 0.008 0.008
(0.014) (0.013) (0.027) (0.027) (0.016) (0.016)

change in core CPI inflation −0.028 −0.027 −0.010 −0.011 0.034 0.033
from 6 mos. previous (0.010) (0.010) (0.019) (0.019) (0.012) (0.012)

expectation of core CPI 0.138 0.142 −0.316 −0.334 0.230 0.202
release (0.104) (0.104) (0.203) (0.202) (0.123) (0.124)

core CPI surprise 0.069 0.071 −0.131 −0.139 0.224 0.211
(0.070) (0.070) (0.139) (0.138) (0.085) (0.086)

Financial news

∆ log S&P500 −0.255 −0.252 0.701 0.692 0.027 0.013
(0.088) (0.088) (0.170) (0.170) (0.105) (0.106)

∆ yield curve slope −0.018 −0.018 −0.021 −0.021 0.012 0.012
(0.011) (0.012) (0.023) (0.023) (0.014) (0.014)

∆ log pcommodity −0.171 −0.166 0.267 0.245 0.468 0.435
(0.110) (0.110) (0.211) (0.210) (0.132) (0.133)

Monetary policy surprise

target 0.152 −0.241 0.067
(0.073) (0.144) (0.088)

path 0.167 −0.373 −0.212
(0.096) (0.192) (0.114)

NS surprise 0.328 −0.588 −0.035
(0.135) (0.258) (0.160)

R2 0.65 0.65 0.42 0.42 0.32 0.31

Columns (1), (3), and (5) report coefficients β, γ, δ, and R2 from regressions BCrevt = α+ β targett + γ patht +
δ′newst + εt, where t indexes months, targett, patht, and BCrevt are as defined in Table 1, and newst contains
the measures of economic news listed in each row. Columns (2), (4), and (6) report coefficients θ, ψ, and R2

from regressions BCrevt = ϕ+ θmpst + ψ′newst + ηt, where mpst is as defined in Table 1. Sample: all months
containing an FOMC announcement from 1/1990 to 6/2019 (N=217 observations). Each regression also includes
a time trend and the previous month’s Blue Chip forecast revisions; coefficients for those variables and the constant
term are reported in online Appendix B. Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses. See notes to Tables 1 and 2
and text for details.
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Comparing Table 4 to panel (C) of Table 1, there are two striking differences. First,

the regression R2 is dramatically higher in Table 4, between 31 and 65 percent, compared

to 1–3 percent in Table 1. Second, the coefficients on the monetary policy surprises at the

bottom of Table 4 essentially all have the opposite sign to Table 1 and are now consistent

with the standard predictions of macroeconomic theory and VARs—in other words, the Fed

information effect finding in Table 1 is overturned. Controlling for the omitted variables bias in

regressions (2)–(3) eliminates the evidence for the Fed information effect in those regressions.

The estimated effects of monetary policy on the economy in Table 4 are quantitatively

plausible, economically significant, and have the conventional signs: for example, a one per-

centage point monetary policy tightening is associated with a 0.15 to 0.3 percentage point

increase in the unemployment rate forecast (on average over the next three quarters), a 0.25

to 0.6 percentage point reduction in the GDP growth forecast, and a 0 to 0.2 percentage

point reduction in the inflation forecast. These effects are consistent with the macroeconomic

models and VAR estimates in Christiano, Eichenbaum and Evans (2005), Gertler and Karadi

(2015), and many others.

Finally, the coefficients on the monetary policy surprises in Table 4 are estimated more

precisely than in Table 1, due to the better fit of the regressions, and the statistical significance

of the coefficients is generally higher.

Overall, we conclude that economic news is an important omitted variable in the standard

Fed information effect regressions (2)–(3). Once we control for measures of the economic news,

as in regressions (4)–(5), evidence for the Fed information effect disappears and the resulting

coefficients on the monetary policy surprises look completely standard.

We close this section by noting that our results here do not completely rule out the exis-

tence of a Fed information effect. For example, it is still possible that FOMC announcements

reveal some information about the state of the economy, even in regressions (4)–(5), but that

the information revealed is small relative to the standard effects of monetary policy and is

thus not readily visible in our results.
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4 Our Own Survey of Blue Chip Forecasters

The main shortcoming of the Blue Chip forecast data for studying the effects of FOMC

announcements is that the Blue Chip survey is conducted only once per month. This wide

time window leads to the omitted variables problem we documented in the previous section,

and makes it challenging to identify the effects of monetary policy surprises on macroeconomic

forecasts.

To better isolate the effects of FOMC announcements on survey forecast revisions, we

conducted our own survey of all 52 forecasters in the Blue Chip survey panel. We contacted

the Chief Economist of each member institution in July 2019 and asked them directly how

they revise their unemployment, real GDP, and inflation forecasts in response to FOMC an-

nouncements. These Chief Economists typically hold a Ph.D. from a highly-ranked economics

department, several of them have previous experience working as economists within the Fed-

eral Reserve System,24 and they typically oversee a team of several economists, so they are

highly skilled forecasters with ample resources.

We sent each Chief Economist an email with our survey questions, provided in the Ap-

pendix for reference. Note that FOMC announcements consist of several components, includ-

ing the federal funds rate decision itself, the FOMC statement, and sometimes a “dot plot”

forecast of the FOMC’s views regarding the appropriate path for the federal funds rate over

the next two years and an “SEP” Summary of the FOMC’s own Economic Projections for

unemployment, GDP, and inflation for the next two years. It’s possible that forecasters re-

spond differently to the different components of these FOMC announcements: for example,

the change in the federal funds rate might be viewed as a “pure monetary policy” shock, while

the FOMC statement might have a significant informational component, and the SEP might

even be viewed as a “pure information” shock, since it explicitly communicates the FOMC’s

own forecasts of macroeconomic variables. To allow for this kind of heterogeneity, we broke

our survey question into four components, asking how the forecaster responds to each of: 1)

the federal funds rate, 2) the FOMC statement, 3) the “dot plot”, and 4) the FOMC’s SEP

forecasts.

24For example, Lewis Alexander of Nomura, Seth Carpenter of UBS, Julia Coronado of MacroPolicy Per-
spectives, and Dean Maki of Point72 Asset Management each worked at the Federal Reserve Board for many
years, while Carl Tannenbaum of Northern Trust worked at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
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Table 5: Blue Chip Forecaster Responses to FOMC Announcements: Results from Our Survey

Response to hawkish surprise in:

fed funds rate FOMC statement “dot plot”

Do not revise GDP forecast 13 16 14

Revise GDP forecast downward 18 15 18

Revise GDP forecast, but direction
depends on other factors

5 5 4

Revise GDP forecast upward 0 0 0

Response to FOMC’s Summary of

Economic Projections (SEP)

Do not revise GDP forecast 24

Revise GDP forecast towards SEP forecast
of GDP if substantially different

4

Use SEP to help forecast fed funds rate,
effect on GDP standard

3

Use SEP to help forecast fed funds rate,
effect on GDP depends on other factors

1

Revise GDP, but revision depends on
multiple factors

2

Number of private-sector forecasting firms (out of 36 total) reporting how they revise their GDP forecast
in response to four main components of FOMC announcements: the federal funds rate, FOMC statement,
FOMC “dot plot” projection of future federal funds rates, and FOMC “SEP” forecast of future real GDP,
unemployment, and inflation. Two survey respondents did not provide answers for how they respond to the
SEP forecasts. See text for details.

The results of our survey are summarized in Table 5. Overall, we received 36 responses out

of 52 possible, a response rate of about 70 percent. Many forecasters noted that they rarely

revised their forecast in response to FOMC announcements because the FOMC typically

communicated the outcome of each meeting well in advance through speeches by FOMC

members. Table 5 nevertheless reports in which direction they revise their GDP forecasts

in those rare instances when the FOMC announcement is a surprise. Note that we focus

on revisions to GDP forecasts in Table 5 for simplicity, but in every case survey respondents

noted that they would revise inflation in the same direction and unemployment in the opposite

direction to GDP, consistent with standard macroeconomic models; similarly, Table 5 reports

results for hawkish surprises, but in every case respondents noted that they would revise in
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the opposite direction for dovish surprises. The top panel of Table 5 reports how respondents

revised their GDP forecasts in response to a hawkish surprise in the federal funds rate, the

FOMC statement, and the “dot plot” of federal funds rate projections. The bottom panel

reports how respondents revised their GDP forecasts in response to the FOMC’s SEP forecasts

of unemployment, GDP, and inflation.

There are several important points to take away from Table 5. First, a large majority

of the survey respondents, 24 out of 34, do not revise their forecasts in response to the

SEP.25 This observation directly contradicts the existence of a Fed information effect—after

all, the FOMC is explicitly communicating its unemployment, GDP, and inflation forecasts

to the public through the SEP and a large majority of the Blue Chip forecasters simply do

not find that information useful.26 This finding is, however, consistent with our evidence in

Section 5.2, below, that the Fed is no more accurate in forecasting the economy than the Blue

Chip forecasters themselves.

Second, many survey respondents do not revise their GDP (or unemployment or inflation)

forecasts in response to any component of FOMC announcements.27 Of the 36 respondents,

13 do not revise their forecasts in response to changes in the funds rate, 16 do not revise in

response to the FOMC statement, 14 do not revise in response to the dot plot, and 24 do

not revise in response to the SEP (as mentioned above). The overlap across these groups is

substantial, so there are 13 respondents who do not revise their forecasts in response to any

component of FOMC announcements. This is surprising, given that standard macroeconomic

models and VARs imply that tighter monetary policy should cause GDP to fall slightly over

25Two of our survey respondents did not report how they revise their forecasts in response to the SEP,
leaving us with 34 observations instead of 36 for this question.

26For example, one forecaster commented that “I trust my outlook more than the Fed’s. . . Their forecasting
ability is pretty poor.” Another noted, “My view is that the Fed does not have superior information. . . The
FOMC forecast tends to be off by a lot.” Other forecasters said, “We tend to find that the Fed has no better
information advantage over economists like myself. . . In fact, what we have found many times is Fed forecasts
(per the SEP) tend to be somewhat stale,” and “I would be responding to the change in the policy outlook,
not to the possibility that the Fed ‘knew’ something that I did not.” Even one of the respondents who does
revise their GDP forecast in response to the SEP noted that “We would not be updating our forecasts because
we think the SEP forecasts are good. But if we think they signal something about future policy and portend
a market shock then we might change some forecasts in anticipation of that.”

27An important example is Macroeconomic Advisers (MA), a professional forecasting firm that has won the
Blue Chip annual award for best forecaster twice. MA sends their clients a daily “GDP tracking estimate” of
real GDP for the current and next quarter that is revised in response to economic data releases as they come
in. These daily forecasts allow us to see how Macroeconomic Advisers revised its real GDP forecast on the
days of FOMC announcements and other economic data releases. We have these daily GDP tracking estimates
going back to 2002, over which time MA has never revised them in response to an FOMC announcement. For
more details on this case study, see online Appendix D.
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the next several quarters. Our survey respondents gave several different reasons for their

unresponsiveness to FOMC announcements: some forecasters said that the announcements

have not been a surprise for many, many years and are just not informative about monetary

policy, relative to FOMC member speeches and press conferences;28 other forecasters said

that if they were surprised by an FOMC announcement, then they viewed that surprise as an

FOMC “mistake” that the FOMC would later have to unwind, resulting in no net change to

the GDP forecast;29 and a few forecasters said that they could find only very small effects of

changes in interest rates on GDP, so that changes in the federal funds rate or dot plot just

didn’t have any significant effect on their forecast.30

The third main point to take away from Table 5 is that, of our survey respondents who do

revise their forecasts in response to FOMC announcements, the vast majority (18 out of 23)

revise those forecasts in the standard direction—that is, a hawkish monetary policy surprise

causes them to revise their GDP forecast downward. In contrast, none of our survey respon-

dents said that they would revise their GDP forecast upward, contradicting the prediction in

Nakamura and Steinsson (2018). Five forecasters did say that their GDP forecast revision

would depend on other factors.31 Although this last group of five forecasters does allow for

the existence of an information effect, and one of those respondents even explicitly raised that

possibility, those forecasters are vastly outnumbered (by 18–5 or 31–5) by respondents who

do not revise their forecasts in the way that the Fed information effect would require. In fact,

several of these latter forecasters explicitly commented on the Fed’s SEP forecasts as being

28For example, one forecaster said, “I have not been surprised by an FOMC announcement since well before
2008 (including January 2008 [a 75bp intermeeting interest rate cut]).” A second noted, “In the end, we
are likely to get more information from speeches and press conferences than we are from the statement, the
decision, or the dots. So by the time we get those things, it tends to be relatively ‘old news’, if you will.” A
third stated, “I make my forecasts based on the data, not Fed assumptions. I haven’t been surprised by them
in a very long time.”

29One forecaster explained, “My view is that the Fed does not have superior information. As a result, over
time, if my forecast is right and the Fed’s action at some meeting is wrong, they will come to see the forecast
as ‘true’ and adjust policy in response.” A second stated, “If we think the Fed is about to make a decision
that is inconsistent with our expected outlook, we often think that will lead to a change in financial conditions
that will in turn push the Fed back to where we think is appropriate for the economy.”

30For example, “I could never find an effect of interest rates on any component of investment except resi-
dential [which was too small to have a significant effect on the GDP forecast].”

31For example, one forecaster said “There is no simple answer to that question, it depends on what else
is happening.” Another stated that they would ask themselves, “Does the Fed know something?” A third
forecaster said, “If the Fed was particularly concerned with maintaining price stability or. . . curbing rising
inflation expectations then we might lower our GDP forecast. . . [but] If such a policy stance reduced the
volatility in inflation or inflation expectations [as measured by TIPS vs. nominal Treasuries] then we might
raise our GDP forecast as a result.”
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“somewhat stale”, “pretty poor”, “off by a lot”, or “not. . . good” (see footnote 26).

We conclude from these results that the Blue Chip consensus forecasts for unemployment,

GDP, and inflation are not driven by significant information effects. Note, however, that

this does not rule out the existence of a Fed information effect entirely—in fact, a few Blue

Chip forecasters responded that the way in which they revise their forecasts around FOMC

announcements depends on many factors, which could include an information effect as one

factor. However, given the small number of respondents who answered this way, the effect on

the Blue Chip consensus forecast is necessarily small.

In contrast, three to five times as many forecasters respond to FOMC announcements in

the conventional way, consistent with standard macroeconomic models, the Fed response to

news channel, and our empirical estimates in Section 3. Although a number of Blue Chip fore-

casters in our survey do not revise their forecasts at all in response to FOMC announcements,

many of these forecasters explicitly stated that they get their information about monetary

policy from other sources, such as speeches by the Fed Chair and other FOMC members,

which is still consistent with the conventional view of the effects of monetary policy on the

economy.32

5 Additional Empirical Evidence

In this section we present additional empirical evidence that challenges the existence of a

Fed information effect and supports the Fed response to news channel. We first look at

the high-frequency, 30-minute responses of stock prices and the exchange rate to FOMC

announcements, and then turn to a comparison of the forecast accuracy of the Fed and the

Blue Chip survey.

32The only difference with the conventional view is that the timing of monetary policy announcements
is shifted from FOMC announcement dates to the dates of speeches and other communication by the Fed
Chair and other FOMC members. A recent paper by Jayawickrema and Swanson (2021) shows that speeches
and other communication by the Fed Chair are in fact more important for financial markets than FOMC
announcements themselves, although they find that FOMC announcements are also important.
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5.1 Evidence from Stock Market and Exchange Rate Responses

Stock market and foreign exchange data are available at very high frequency, allowing us to

isolate the effects of FOMC announcements by focusing on a narrow window of time around

each announcement. Standard economic theory predicts that a surprise monetary policy

tightening should cause stock prices to fall, as discussed by, e.g., Bernanke and Kuttner

(2005). First, higher interest rates imply that future corporate profits should be discounted

more heavily, implying a lower present value, and second, higher interest rates imply that

future GDP and corporate profits should be lower, reducing the present value of those profits

further. According to the Fed information effect, however, the latter effect is reversed—tighter

monetary policy implies that future GDP and corporate profits will be higher rather than

lower—so that the response of stock prices to FOMC announcements should be less negative

than in the standard case, or perhaps even positive if the information effect is strong enough.

To test whether this is the case in the data, we divide our sample of FOMC announcements

into two subsamples: the 10 observations for which the Fed information effect is strongest,

according to the simple Blue Chip forecast regression in equation (3), and the remaining

observations for which the Fed information effect is presumably much weaker. Table 6 reports

the ten most influential observations from the Nakamura and Steinsson (2018) regression (3)

for real GDP over their sample—these are the observations and sample that provided by

far the strongest evidence of an information effect for GDP in Table 1, and the first eight

of them were also highlighted in Figure 1.33 These observations are listed in the table in

the order of their contribution to the t-statistic in regression (3)—the difference between the

t-statistic for the slope coefficient θ including vs. excluding that one observation from the

sample—which is reported in column (2). The NS measure of the monetary policy surprise

for each announcement is reported in column (3), followed by the change in the Blue Chip

forecast for GDP that month in column (4). By construction, these observations display a

positive relationship between the NS monetary policy surprises and Blue Chip GDP forecast

revisions because they are the ten most influential observations driving the positive slope

coefficient in regression (3); according to the Fed information effect story, these monetary

policy announcements revealed significant new positive information about the GDP outlook.

33Results for other samples and different numbers of influential observations are very similar, although the
exact set of influential observations differs when the sample includes unscheduled FOMC announcements,
because some of the unscheduled announcements are also influential.
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Table 6: Ten Most Influential Observations in Nakamura-Steinsson GDP Forecast Regression

Effect on NS BCrevt, ∆ log ∆ log BBK
Date t-statistic surprise GDP S&P500t USD/EURt index

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

9/2007 0.554 −0.138 −0.20 1.33 0.50 −0.28
1/2008 0.351 −0.076 −0.30 0.76 0.49 −0.81
6/2003 0.312 0.099 0.13 −0.27 −0.22 −0.38
3/2001 0.291 −0.059 −0.30 −0.68 0.77 −1.45
4/2008 0.278 −0.055 −0.30 0.31 0.23 −1.52
11/1999 0.240 0.068 0.17 −0.42 −0.03 0.86
1/2004 0.224 0.088 0.10 −0.97 −1.18 0.38
5/1999 0.224 0.073 0.13 −1.44 0.00 0.19
12/1995 0.207 −0.036 −0.30 0.26 −0.52 −0.08
3/1997 0.155 0.051 0.13 −0.67 −0.26 0.80

Ten most influential observations in Nakamura-Steinsson (NS) GDP regression (3) over their sample, as
measured by the change in the t-statistic due to inclusion vs. exclusion of the observation. Also shown is the
NS measure of the monetary policy surprise, the change in the Blue Chip consensus forecast of real GDP
(BCrevt), the 30-minute-window responses of the S&P 500 and USD/EUR exchange rate (in percent), and
the monthly business cycle index from Brave et al. (2019) (BBK). See text for details.

In column (5), we report the percent change in the S&P500 over the 30-minute window

bracketing the FOMC announcement. For nine out of these ten observations, the stock market

response to the monetary policy announcement is opposite in sign to the policy surprise,

consistent with standard predictions (e.g., Bernanke and Kuttner, 2005).34

By itself, the negative relationship between stock prices and monetary policy surprises in

Table 6 is not necessarily inconsistent with a Fed information effect, as noted above, although

many authors have equated a strong information effect with a positive stock price response

(e.g., Cieslak and Schrimpf, 2019; Jarocinski and Karadi, 2020; Lunsford, 2020). To investigate

the Fed information effect further, we run regressions of the form

∆ log xt = ϕ + θmpst + ηt (8)

over the two subsamples defined above, where the right-hand-side variables is the high-

frequency NS monetary policy surprise from regression (3) and the left-hand-side variable

34The one exception is March 20, 2001, which is also emphasized by Jarocinski and Karadi (2020). On this
date, the FOMC cut interest rates by 50bp, but many market participants had hoped for a 75bp cut and were
disappointed (e.g., New York Times, 2001), leading to a surprise change in the federal funds rate of +7bp.
The stock market fell strongly in response to this hawkish surprise, but fed funds futures for May through
August fell by 6–10bp as market participants bet that the Fed would have to ease policy even further in the
future as a result, which led to a perverse negative value for the NS mpst measure on that date.
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Table 7: Stock Market and Exchange Rate Responses to Strong vs. Weak Fed
Information Effect Subsamples

S&P500 USD/EUR exchange rate

Ten strongest Sample Ten strongest Sample
information excluding information excluding

effect 10 strongest effect 10 strongest
observations observations observations observations

(1) (2) (3) (4)

NS surprise −8.04 −7.14 −4.55 −5.34
(1.91) (1.84) (1.42) (1.30)

R2 0.64 0.14 0.45 0.14

N 10 110 10 110

Coefficient θ from regressions ∆ log xt = ϕ + θmpst + ηt, where t indexes FOMC announcements in each
subsample, mpst denotes the NS monetary policy surprise in a 30-minute window bracketing the announce-
ment, and ∆ log xt denotes the percent change in the S&P500 or USD/EUR exchange rate over the same
30-minute window. Columns (1) and (3) consider the 10 observations listed in Table 6; columns (2) and (4)
the NS sample 1/1995–3/2014 excluding those 10 observations. Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors
in parentheses. See notes to Table 1 and text for details.

is the percent change in the S&P500 in the same 30-minute window surrounding the FOMC

announcement.

The results from these subsample regressions are reported in Table 7. The first column

reports results for the subsample of 10 strongest Fed information effect observations from

Table 6, while the second column reports results for the rest of the NS sample, for which

the Fed information effect for GDP is much weaker. In both columns (1)–(2), the effect of

FOMC announcements on the stock market is negative and highly statistically significant,

consistent with standard theory and the estimates in Bernanke and Kuttner (2005). More

importantly, comparing columns (1) and (2), the effect of the ten strongest Fed information

effect announcements on the stock market is just as negative—in fact, even more so—than the

effect of the weaker information effect announcements. Thus, there appears to be essentially

no difference between the stock market responses to the strongest Fed information effect

observations vs. the rest of the sample, contradicting the Fed information effect prediction.

Turning to the foreign exchange market, column (6) of Table 6 reports the change in

the USD/EUR exchange rate around each FOMC announcement over the same 30-minute

window. According to standard open-economy models and VARs, a negative interest rate
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surprise should be associated with a weaker dollar and thus an increase in the USD/EUR

exchange rate. Indeed, eight of the ten announcements in Table 6 exhibit exactly this type of

response.

Columns (3)–(4) of Table 7 repeat the subsample analysis of regression (8), but with the

high-frequency change in the exchange rate on the left-hand side. The estimated coefficients

in columns (3)–(4) are both negative and highly statistically significant, consistent with the

predictions of standard models. Comparing columns (3) and (4), the point estimate in column

(3) is slightly smaller than in column (4), which could be consistent with an information effect

along the lines discussed in Gürkaynak et al. (2021), but the difference is small and far from

being statistically significant. Thus, the foreign exchange market does not respond to FOMC

announcements in a way that suggests a strong information effect, either.

The observations in Table 6 and 7 are all consistent with the Fed response to news channel,

however. The last column of Table 6 reports the Brave et al. (2019) business cycle indicator,

discussed in Section 3.35 In nine out of the ten cases, the monetary policy surprise is in

the same direction as the business cycle indicator, consistent with the Fed response to news

channel.36 According to the Fed response to news channel, in each of these cases the Fed

changed monetary policy based on the business cycle, but by more than financial markets had

expected, leading to the monetary policy surprises in the table. In response to the monetary

policy surprises, the stock market and USD/EUR exchange rate responded strongly in the

opposite direction, consistent with standard models.

5.2 Comparison of Blue Chip and Fed Forecast Accuracy

To motivate the existence of a Fed information effect, many authors have argued that the Fed

produces better forecasts than the private sector (e.g., Romer and Romer, 2000; Nakamura

and Steinsson, 2018).37 Here, we perform a detailed comparison of the accuracy of the Blue

35As in Section 3, we lag this indicator by one month because it is data for month t− 1 that is released in
month t.

36The one exception is June 2003, when the unemployment rate was high despite the improving economy
and the Fed cut the federal funds rate in response, but by less than the markets had expected, resulting in a
surprise monetary policy tightening on the day of the FOMC announcement.

37Also see Faust et al. (2004a) for a counterargument based on the information aggregation results of Hayek
(1945) and Grossman (1981, 1989).
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Chip (BC) vs. Federal Reserve’s internal “Greenbook” (GB) forecasts.38

The results of this forecast comparison are reported in Table 8.39 The top panel compares

the GB and BC forecasts for the unemployment rate, the middle panel for real GDP growth,

and the bottom panel for CPI inflation. The first set of columns compares the root-mean-

square errors (RMSEs) for the two forecasts, including a Diebold and Mariano (1995) test

that the two RMSEs are equal. The second set of columns reports results from “encompassing

regressions” along the lines of Romer and Romer (2000),

Xt+h = α + β X̂GB
t+h|t + γ X̂BC

t+h|t + εt+h, (9)

where the realized value of a macroeconomic variable X in quarter t+ h is regressed on both

the GB and BC forecasts of that variable, X̂GB
t+h|t and X̂

BC
t+h|t, at time t to see which forecast

receives more weight.40 We consider forecast horizons of zero (i.e., nowcasts) to three quarters

ahead, and forecasts of the average values over these four quarters.

The main conclusion from Table 8 is that the Fed and Blue Chip forecasts are extremely

similar in terms of forecast accuracy over this period. For the unemployment rate (panel A),

the RMSEs are essentially identical and the encompassing regressions put essentially equal

weight on both forecasts. For GDP (panel B), the BC forecast has lower RMSE than GB at

horizons of 1 and 3 quarters and for the 0–3 quarter average (and this difference is statistically

significant for the 1-quarter-ahead horizon); at other horizons, the BC and GB forecasts are

essentially the same. The encompassing regression results tell a similar story. For inflation

(panel C), the GB has lower RMSE than BC for the current and 1-quarter-ahead horizons

38Beginning in June 2010, the Fed’s separate “Greenbook” and “Bluebook” documents were combined into
a single “Tealbook”; for simplicity, we use the term “Greenbook forecast” to refer to the Fed’s internal forecast
throughout our sample. These forecasts are produced by Fed staff a few days prior to each scheduled FOMC
meeting, and are released to the public with a five-year lag. We thus have data for the GB forecasts up until
December 2013. For comparability to previous tables, we focus on the period since 1990 in Table 8, but results
for the longer, 1980–2013 sample are very similar and are reported in online Appendix E.

39To compare GB and BC forecasts, we need to deal with the fact that their frequency and publication
dates differ: the BC survey is conducted monthly at the beginning of each month, while the GB forecasts
are made eight times per year before each scheduled FOMC meeting. In Table 8, we match each GB forecast
with whichever BC forecast is the closest; this BC forecast could have been made either before or after
the corresponding GB forecast, depending on whether that particular GB forecast was made closer to the
beginning or end of the month. This gives the BC forecasts a slight informational advantage over the GB for
about half of our observations, and the GB forecasts a slight informational advantage for the other half. In
online Appendix E, we report results for the alternative schemes of always comparing the GB forecast to the
previous BC forecast, or always comparing the GB forecast to the next BC forecast.

40Like Romer and Romer (2000), we account for overlapping forecast horizons using Hansen-Hodrick stan-
dard errors with 2(h+ 1) lags (and we set h = 3 when we forecast the average over 0-3 quarters).
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Table 8: Comparison of Greenbook and Blue Chip Forecasts

Horizon RMSEs Encompassing Regressions

(quarters) GB BC H0: GB=BC GB BC R2 H0: GB=BC

(A) Unemployment rate

0 0.18 0.17 0.41 0.41 0.58 0.99 .478
(0.12) (0.12)

1 0.34 0.34 0.83 0.60 0.39 0.96 .667
(0.25) (0.25)

2 0.54 0.53 0.84 0.45 0.53 0.90 .906
(0.34) (0.35)

3 0.73 0.73 0.95 0.47 0.49 0.80 .979
(0.40) (0.40)

0-3 avg. 0.42 0.42 0.92 0.50 0.48 0.93 .974
(0.32) (0.32)

(B) Real GDP growth

0 1.96 1.97 0.74 0.55 0.51 0.45 .967
(0.30) (0.47)

1 2.44 2.32 0.03 −0.24 1.45 0.22 .079
(0.35) (0.64)

2 2.46 2.49 0.74 0.76 −0.13 0.09 .322
(0.38) (0.62)

3 2.55 2.52 0.71 0.76 −0.98 0.03 .138
(0.48) (0.81)

0-3 avg. 1.64 1.60 0.45 0.20 0.77 0.23 .485
(0.38) (0.50)

(C) CPI inflation

0 0.89 1.15 0.01 0.92 0.09 0.81 .000
(0.11) (0.12)

1 2.01 2.07 0.55 0.85 −0.33 0.14 .077
(0.32) (0.39)

2 1.92 1.80 0.09 −0.12 0.57 0.03 .318
(0.32) (0.40)

3 1.96 1.87 0.19 −0.20 0.52 0.01 .503
(0.50) (0.59)

0-3 avg. 1.13 1.05 0.24 0.24 0.34 0.19 .899
(0.34) (0.41)

Comparison of forecast accuracy for Federal Reserve Greenbook (“GB”) and Blue Chip (“BC”) forecasts
from 1990–2013 (192 observations). Root-mean-square errors (RMSEs) are reported for each forecast, with a
Diebold-Mariano p-value for the test that the forecasts are equally accurate. For encompassing regressions,
the realized value for each macro series is regressed on a constant and both the GB and BC forecasts, and
the table reports the coefficients, R2, and p-value for the test that the coefficients are equal. Hansen-Hodrick
standard errors with 2(h+ 1) lags for forecast horizon h are reported in parentheses. See text for details.
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(and the difference is statistically significant for the current quarter), but the BC forecast has

lower RMSE at the 2- and 3-quarter-ahead horizons and for the 0–3 quarter average (and the

difference is marginally significant for the 2-quarter-ahead horizon).

These results show that the Fed’s macroeconomic forecasts are not systematically better

than Blue Chip’s, casting doubt on one of the main arguments for a Fed information effect.41

These results are in line with other recent studies that find that, if the Fed ever had a fore-

casting advantage, it has diminished over time (Gamber and Smith, 2009; Paul, 2020; Hoesch

et al., 2020).42

6 A Simple Model with Imperfect Information

In this section, we present a simple model with imperfect information that illustrates the Fed

response to news channel. We also show how private-sector learning about the Fed’s monetary

policy rule can lead to predictability of high-frequency monetary policy surprises, consistent

with the evidence in Section 3. Finally, we discuss the implications of the model for empirical

work using high-frequency monetary policy surprises to estimate the effects of monetary policy

on financial markets and the economy.43

6.1 A Simple Model with Imperfect Information

There are two agents in the economy: the private sector and the central bank. The output

gap xt is observed by all agents at each time t, and follows the exogenous AR(1) process

xt = ρxxt−1 + ηt, (10)

41The Federal Reserve subscribes to the Blue Chip newsletter and Fed staff follow the Blue Chip forecasts
very closely; thus, if the Fed has any private information about the economy, the Fed’s economic forecasts
should be strictly better than Blue Chip’s.

42Romer and Romer (2000) found that the Fed’s inflation forecasts outperformed those of the private sector,
but their sample covered only 1980–91, a large part of which was dominated by the Volcker disinflation. Our
sample in Table 8 is twice as long, is more recent, and excludes the Volcker disinflation, which Faust et al.
(2004a) showed was crucial for the Romers’ results.

43See, e.g., Kuttner (2001), Cochrane and Piazzesi (2002), Faust et al. (2004b), Gürkaynak et al. (2005a,b),
Bernanke and Kuttner (2005), Campbell et al. (2012), Gertler and Karadi (2015), and Nakamura and Steinsson
(2018). The typical assumption in these studies is that a high-frequency surprise in interest rates represents an
exogenous monetary policy shock εt, in the notation of equation (1), but the predictability of these surprises
in Section 3 calls that assumption into question.
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where ρx ∈ [0, 1) and ηt is an exogenous shock with ηt ∼ i.i.d. N(0, σ2
η). Note that, for

simplicity, we assume that the output gap xt evolves exogenously and doesn’t depend on the

interest rate or any other factors.

In each period t, after xt is observed, the central bank sets the interest rate it according

to a linear monetary policy rule,

it = axt + εt, (11)

where a > 0 denotes the central bank’s responsiveness to the output gap, and εt is an exogenous

shock with εt ∼ i.i.d.N(0, σ2
ε).

The parameter a is known by the central bank but is unknown and unobserved by the

private sector; thus, the private sector does not have full information. All other parameters

of the model are known by all agents. The variables xt and it are observed by all agents in

each period t, but εt is never observed by the private sector (or else a could be backed out

exactly). Let Ht = {it, xt, it−1, xt−1, . . . } denote the history of economic data up until time t.

In each period, the private sector starts with prior beliefs a ∼ N(ât, σ
2
at), with moments

ât = E[a|Ht−1] and σ2
at = Var[a|Ht−1]. Once xt is realized, but before the central bank

announces it, the private sector’s expectations for current and future interest rates, it+j,

j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , are

E
[
it+j|xt,Ht−1

]
= E

[
axt+j|xt,Ht−1

]
= âtρ

j
x xt. (12)

After the central bank announces it, the private sector is surprised by the amount

mpst ≡ it − E
[
it|xt,Ht−1

]
= (a− ât)xt + εt. (13)

In response to the monetary policy surprise mpst, the private sector optimally updates its be-

liefs about a. Bayesian updating implies that, after observing it, the private sector’s posterior

beliefs are

E
[
a|Ht

]
= ât + ωt

1

xt
mpst, (14)

where ωt ≡
x2
tσ

2
at

x2
tσ

2
at
+σ2

ε
. Similarly, the private sector updates its forecast for the future path of
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interest rates it+j, j = 1, 2, . . . , with revisions

E
[
it+j|Ht

]
− E

[
it+j|xt,Ht−1

]
= E

[
axt+j|Ht

]
− E

[
axt+j|xt,Ht−1

]
=

(
E
[
a|Ht

]
− ât

)
ρjxxt (15)

= ρjx ωtmpst. (16)

Thus, in response to a monetary policy surprise at time t, the private sector passes a fraction ωt

of this surprise through to expected future interest rates, and revises its interest rate forecasts

by an amount that diminishes with the horizon j at the rate ρx.

Obviously, in this simple model with a fixed value of a, the private sector’s beliefs would

converge to the true value of a asymptotically over time. However, at a given point in time, a

is unknown and the private sector has only the estimate ât. We don’t take a stand on why a

is unknown, but there are several possible motivations: First, it takes time to learn the true

value of a, so private sector uncertainty may simply reflect that the true value has not yet been

learned. Second, a may change over time due to changes in the Fed chair or Fed policy, which

would prevent the private sector from ever learning a to a high degree of accuracy. Third, in

the case of a nonlinear monetary policy rule such as equation (1), any nonlinearities may be

especially difficult to learn and may prevent the private sector from knowing how the Fed will

respond to extreme values of xt, because extreme values occur so rarely. Regardless of the

exact source of uncertainty about a, our simple model provides valuable insights into how to

use high-frequency monetary policy surprises in empirical work, which we turn to next.

6.2 Implications for High-Frequency Regressions

The simple model described above helps to highlight several important points. First, the

monetary policy surprise in (13) could be due either to a traditional, exogenous monetary

policy shock εt, or to the private sector not knowing the central bank’s monetary policy

rule—a difference between a and ât. If a is known (so that ât = a always holds, and ωt = 0),

then mpst = εt every period and the monetary policy surprise is completely unpredictable.

However, if the private sector does not know the true a, then the monetary policy surprise

mpst can be correlated with xt ex post, even though it is unpredictable ex ante.44 For example,

44To see that the policy surprise is unpredictable ex ante, note that E[mpst|xt,Ht−1] = 0.
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if ât < a, then the monetary policy surprise mpst will be positively correlated with xt ex post,

consistent with the empirical evidence in Section 3. Thus, our model illustrates that, due to

private sector learning about the policy rule, monetary policy surprises can be predictable ex

post even if forecasts about it are rational and optimal ex ante and there are no risk premia.

Empirical evidence in Cieslak (2018) and Schmeling et al. (2021), among others, indeed

finds that markets have underestimated the responsiveness of the Fed to the economy—i.e.,

that ât < a over most of our sample. A natural way that ât < a could persist for many periods

is if the Fed became more responsive to the economy over time, making it difficult for the

private sector to learn the evolving value of a.45 This view of Fed policy is supported both

by empirical work studying monetary policy rules with time-varying parameters (e.g., Boivin,

2006; Bianchi et al., 2021) and numerous speeches by Fed Chairs.46

A second key takeaway from the model is that an exogenous shock εt has exactly the same

effects on current and future interest rates as a monetary policy surprise mpst more generally.

This can be seen in equation (16), in which interest rate expectations respond to mpst (and

not to εt separately), and in equation (13), in which the effects of an exogenous shock εt

manifest themselves entirely through mpst. Thus, if an econometrician uses high-frequency

data on monetary policy surprises mpst to estimate the effects of those surprises on the yield

curve (or other asset prices) using equation (16), those estimates are also representative of the

effects of an exogenous monetary policy shock εt on the yield curve (or other asset prices).

In other words, even though the high-frequency monetary policy surprises mpst may be

correlated with macroeconomic data xt ex post, they still can be used, without adjustment, to

estimate the effects of an exogenous change in monetary policy εt on asset prices in a narrow

window of time around an FOMC announcement.47 This implies that the high-frequency

45Although we took a in our model to be constant for simplicity, it is straightforward to extend the model
to allow a to vary over time, as suggested here.

46For example, in 2001 Chairman Greenspan noted that “The Federal Reserve has seen the need to respond
more aggressively than had been our wont in earlier decades” (Wall Street Journal, 2001); in 2008, Chairman
Bernanke stated “By way of historical comparison, this policy response stands out as exceptionally rapid and
proactive” (Bernanke, 2008); and both Chairs Bernanke and Yellen have emphasized a “balanced approach”
to monetary policy that puts more weight on resoure utilization than historical policy rules (e.g., Bernanke,
2013; Yellen, 2017).

47This is in contrast to the prescription of the Fed information effect literature, such as Miranda-Agrippino
and Ricco (2021), which would regress these monetary policy surprises on a proxy for Fed information to
project out any correlation. In our model, one can also project out the ex post correlation of mpst with xt;
this provides a more accurate estimate of the exogenous component εt of the monetary policy surprises mpst,
but it’s not necessary and actually reduces the efficiency of the high-frequency regressions (16), because yield
changes are related to the full monetary policy surprise mpst and not just the exogenous component εt.
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empirical estimates in Kuttner (2001), Gürkaynak et al. (2005a,b), Bernanke and Kuttner

(2005), and others reliably estimate the effects of an exogenous change in monetary policy (εt)

on the yield curve, the stock market, and other asset prices.

6.3 Implications for High-Frequency Identification of VARs

Another important application of high-frequency monetary policy surprises is the identification

of the effects of monetary policy in structural VARs or local projections (e.g., Cochrane and

Piazzesi, 2002; Faust et al., 2004b; Gertler and Karadi, 2015; Ramey, 2016). In order to be

a valid instrument for the (monthly) monetary policy shock in a VAR, the high-frequency

surprise mpst must satisfy two conditions (e.g., Stock and Watson, 2012): First, it must

be relevant, i.e., correlated with the monetary policy shock in the VAR, and second, the

instrument must be exogenous, i.e., uncorrelated with the other structural shocks in the VAR.

The first condition is clearly satisfied, but the second is more problematic, based on the

empirical evidence in Section 3 and the model above.48 According to the model, the high-

frequency mpst and the output gap xt can be correlated ex post, which implies a correlation

between mpst and structural shocks to xt, violating the econometric exogeneity condition.49

To eliminate this correlation, an econometrician can project it out by regressing the high-

frequency monetary policy surprise data mpst on the macroeconomic and financial variables

in our regressions above and take the residuals. The resulting residuals are then free of the

“Fed response to news” effects documented above and can be used as an external instrument

for identification of the VAR or local projection, since the relevance and exogeneity conditions

are both satisfied.50

The above projection prescription is conceptually very similar to the approach of Miranda-

48The relevance condition is clearly satisfied because the high-frequency monetary policy surprise mpst
includes the exogenous FOMC announcement shock εt, which is an important component of the news about
monetary policy in month t. Note that εt is not necessarily equal to the monthly monetary policy shock in
the VAR because there may be other news about monetary policy that arrives over the course of the month,
such as speeches by the Fed chair or other FOMC members.

49Alternative timing assumptions in the model can alleviate this problem. For example, if the central bank
observes the economy with a one-period lag, so that it = axt−1 + εt, then the monetary policy surprise is
given by mpst = (a− ât)xt−1 + εt rather than (13). Under this timing assumption, mpst would satisfy the
exogeneity condition because it is orthogonal to all non-monetary structural shocks in period t.

50If the original surprises mpst are exogenous (e.g., because the central bank sets the policy rate based on
lagged information, as in the previous footnote), there is nothing wrong with projecting out correlations with
macroeconomic data; it is just not necessary to do so.
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Agrippino and Ricco (2021) for generating valid monetary policy instruments in the presence of

information effects. However, there is an important difference: Miranda-Agrippino and Ricco

analyze the correlation between monetary policy surprises and the Fed’s internal Greenbook

forecasts and recommend projecting out the levels and revisions of the Greenbook forecasts;

notably, these are only released to the public with a five-year lag and they are only very mod-

estly correlated with the monetary policy surprises. By contrast, we recommend projecting

out macroeconomic and financial variables observed by the public in real time, and these vari-

ables have a stronger correlation with the monetary policy surprises. Our evidence suggests

that there is no need to purge policy surprises of information effects, which by their nature

are difficult to observe and estimate, and that we should simply remove the component that

is predictable based on the data observed before the FOMC announcements.

7 Conclusion

We find little or no support for a “Fed information effect” in FOMC announcements. First,

we showed that standard Blue Chip forecast regressions along the lines of Campbell et al.

(2012) and Nakamura and Steinsson (2018) are sensitive to sample period and to the variable

being forecast (unemployment, GDP, or inflation). As an alternative, we proposed a “Fed

response to news” channel, in which the Blue Chip forecasters and Federal Reserve are both

responding to publicly available economic news, leading to a positive correlation between Blue

Chip forecast revisions and Fed monetary policy surprises that is driven by the economic news.

We demonstrated several measures of economic news that are important omitted variables

in Blue Chip forecast revision regressions, and we showed that these omitted variables are

correlated with high-frequency monetary policy surprises (which can be explained by the

private sector underestimating how responsive the Fed would be to that economic news). We

reran the Blue Chip forecast revision regressions with explicit controls for the omitted economic

news variables and showed that the estimated effects of monetary policy are reversed back to

what would be predicted by standard macroeconomic theory and VARs.

We followed up this analysis with our own survey of all 52 forecasters in the Blue Chip fore-

cast panel, and asked them directly how they revise their unemployment, GDP, and inflation

forecasts in response to FOMC announcements. According to our survey, the vast majority of
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Blue Chip forecasters either do not revise their unemployment, GDP, and inflation forecasts

in response to FOMC announcements, or revise them in the conventional direction, consistent

with standard macroeconomic models. This is direct evidence, from the Blue Chip forecasters

themselves, that there is little or no Fed information effect around FOMC announcements in

the data. In contrast, our Fed response to news channel is consistent with their responses.

We also showed that high-frequency stock market and exchange rate responses to FOMC

announcements are consistent with the Fed response to news channel but suggest little or

no Fed information effect. Moreover, we showed that the Blue Chip consensus forecasts and

the Federal Reserve’s internal “Greenbook” forecasts are extremely similar in terms of their

forecast accuracy, again suggesting little role for a Fed information effect.

Finally, we presented a simple model with imperfect information that illustrates the Fed

response to news channel, and we used that model to explain best practices for working with

high-frequency monetary policy surprise data to estimate the effects of monetary policy on

financial markets and the economy. High-frequency monetary policy surprises can be used in

standard high-frequency regressions, without correction or adjustment, to estimate the effects

of monetary policy on the yield curve and other asset prices. However, for high-frequency

identification of the effects of monetary policy in a VAR or local projections, correcting the

monetary policy surprises for the Fed response to news channel may be necessary, depending

on the variables and timing assumptions in the VAR.

Overall, our evidence suggests that the response of macroeconomic forecasts and financial

variables to FOMC announcements can be explained without resorting to a Fed information

effect channel. Instead, the data is consistent with the view that the Fed and private sector

forecasters are both simply responding to the same public news released in the days and

weeks leading up to each FOMC announcement. This finding has important implications

for monetary policy and monetary economics: for example, monetary policymakers can be

less concerned that their announcements might have counterproductive information effects,

such as easing surprises creating more pessimism about the economic outlook. For monetary

economists, our prescriptions for high-frequency regressions and high-frequency identification

using monetary policy surprises are much simpler than trying to take account of hard-to-

identify information effects.
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Appendix: Our Survey of Blue Chip Economists

We sent the following email with our survey questions to the Chief Economists of all 52
professional forecasting firms in the Blue Chip survey panel:

Dear [Recipient]:

An important question in Macroeconomics is whether and how FOMC announcements affect
private sector economic forecasts. We (Michael Bauer and Eric Swanson) are working on a
new research paper that looks at this important question and would be extremely interested
to learn how FOMC announcements affect your own group’s forecasts of GDP,
unemployment, and inflation . We’d be very grateful if you would take a minute to answer
the following, very brief one-time survey on this topic:

1. Do you revise any of your macroeconomic forecasts (GDP, unemployment, or inflation)
in response to the FOMC’s federal funds rate decision? If yes, please briefly explain
which forecasts you revise and which direction you revise those forecasts (i.e., do you
revise them up or down if the decision is more hawkish/dovish than expected).

2. Do you revise any of your macroeconomic forecasts in response to the FOMC state-
ment? If yes, please briefly explain which forecasts you revise, and which direction
you revise those forecasts (i.e., do you revise them up or down if the statement is more
hawkish/dovish than expected).

3. Do you revise any of your macroeconomic forecasts in response to the dot plot released
by the FOMC in the Summary of Economic Projections (SEP)? If yes, please briefly
explain which forecasts you revise and which direction you revise those forecasts (i.e., do
you revise them up or down if the dot plot is more hawkish/dovish than expected)

4. Do you revise any of your macroeconomic forecasts in response to SEP forecasts of
GDP, unemployment, and inflation in the Summary of Economic Projections? If
yes, please briefly explain which FOMC forecasts matter for you, which forecasts you
revise, and which direction you revise those forecasts.

Individual responses will be kept confidential, and we will only publish aggregated results.
We’d like to emphasize that there are no right or wrong answers to these questions—there are
theoretical reasons why the answers could go in any direction, or no direction. The point of
our research is to find out what professional forecasters like yourself do in practice. If you are
interested, we’d be happy to send you our overall results and analysis of this topic once we
have a draft of our paper. Thank you very much for your time and help on this.

We conducted our survey throughout July and August 2019. If we did not receive an initial
response, we followed up with two reminder emails. In the end, we received 36 responses, for
a response rate of about 70%. When the initial response was vague regarding the direction
in which they revise their forecasts (e.g., just replying “yes” to the questions) we followed up
with a brief email asking for clarification on the direction of those revisions, which cleared
up the ambiguity. If the initial response was “no” to each of the four questions we followed
up by asking for clarification regarding whether they viewed surprise FOMC announcements
as having no significant effect on GDP, unemployment, or inflation vs. whether they viewed
surprise FOMC announcements as having a significant effect but were just rarely surprised in
practice over the past several years. Again, our followup email always resolved the ambiguity.
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